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Abstract
Because the grand unification theory of gauge theories of strong, weak
and electromagnetic interactions is based on principal bundle theory, and
gravitational theory is based on the tangent vector bundle theory, so peo-
ple cannot unify the these four basic interactions in principal bundle the-
ory. This Letter discovers and gives giant unification theory of the grand
unification theory and gravitation theory, i.e., the giant unification theory
of strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions according
to the general fiber bundle theory, symmetry, quantitative causal principle
(QCP) and so on. Consequently, the research of this Letter is based on
the rigorous scientific bases of mathematics and physics. The Lagrangians
of the well-known fundamental physics interactions are unifiedly deduced
from QCP and satisfy the gauge invariant principle of general gauge fields
interacting with Fermion and/or boson fields. The geometry and physics
meanings of gauge invariant property of different physical systems are re-
vealed, and it is discovered that all the Lagrangians of the well-known
fundamental physics interactions are composed of the invariant quantities
in corresponding spacetime structures. The difficulties that fundamen-
tal physics interactions and Noether theorem are not able to be unifiedly
given and investigated are overcome, the unified description and origin of
the fundamental physics interactions and Noether theorem are shown by
QCP, their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and correspond-
ing Noether conservation currents are derived in general curved spacetime.
Therefore, using the new unification theory, a lot of research works about
different branches of physics etc can be renewedly done and expressed
simpler with clear quantitative causal physical meanings.
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1 Introduction
Causal principle should be satisfied in expressing physical laws. In quantum field
theory, the causal principle is reflected in the results that if the square of the
distance of spacetime coordinates of two boson (or fermion) operators is timelike,
the canonical commutator (or anticommutator) of the boson (or fermion) field
does not vanish, i.e., their measures are coherent, but not coherent for spacelike
case [1]. Dispersion relations are deduced by means of the causal principle etc
[2]. Ref. [3] studied the relationships of causal principle and symmetry principle.
It is well known that in physics the well-admitted physical law not satisfying
causal principle has not been found. In terms of the condition that causal
principle is quantitative, i.e., quantitative causal principle ( QCP ), Ref. [4] gives
a unified theory of all differential variational principles, and a unified theory of
all integral variational principles are achieved [5]. The investigations about the
generalization from classical statistical mechanics to quantum mechanics still
satisfy quantitative causal principle [6]. Refs. [4, 5, 7] show the quantitative
causal principle of gain, loss and transformation of any system, and prove that
the equivalent causes must result in the equivalent results, which is just the
invariant property of some operations, namely, symmetry properties [8, 9]. In
fact, the symmetric properties in physics and mathematics are just the invariant
properties under some kinds of operations of systems [9], almost all physics
processes, e.g., Refs.[10, 11], satisfy causal relations because causal relations
should be satisfied in the universe, the relation between symmetries and QCP is
given [4, 5], and using QCP, Ref. [8] gives unification theory of different causal
algebras and its applications to theoretical physics, in which group theory is
included as a special subset.
Utilizing the no-loss-no-gain homeomorphic map transformation satisfying
QCP, Ref. [7] overcomes the non-perfect properties of the Volterra process,
gains the exact strain tensor formulae in condensed theory, and solves the hard
difficulty to give the really serious one-to-one correspondences between the two
theories of dislocations in Euclidean space and Weitzenbo¨ck Material Manifolds.
Ref. [5] gives the unified origin of different variational principle and Noether
theorem in terms of QCP. Now it is well known that Noether theorem is de-
duced from variational principle and group theory [12, 13, 14], while variational
principle and Noether theorem may be derived by QCP [5]. It can be seen that
this Letter and Refs. [4, 5, 7] are essential developments of the investigations
of Ref. [3] about the relationships of causal principle and symmetry principle.
It is well known that physical fundamental interactions and Noether theorem
are used to be regarded as independent fundamental laws being not able to be
unifiedly proved and studied up to now, but in the following investigations we
show that the two laws are just the deductions of QCP and give the unified
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description of the two laws.
Many Refs. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] studied causal field propagation that led to
neat results, and these results are interesting and also satisfy QCP.
In fact, superstring theory has gotten many important developments [20,
21, 22], and Ref. [23] very well investigated Quantum modification of general
relativity and so on. But it is well known that there are still some key prob-
lems in various kinds of the grand or supersymmetric unification theories up to
now, e.g., there are too many adjustable free parameters etc in various kinds of
the grand or supersymmetric unification theories, which are not natural, even
superstring theories and M-theory have themselves unsolved key problems, e.g.,
we still cannot seriously break the high dimensional theories down to four di-
mensions and do rigorous phenomenology etc. There are different unification
theories, e.g., from up to down (superstring) or from down to up (phenomeno-
logical) unification theories, unification theory of this Letter belongs to from
down to up unification theory. Therefore, exploring the other possible unifica-
tion theories is actually needed, which may activate to understand and solve all
the problems finally, that is, we may try to solve all the problems from different
aspects, which may finally activate development and perfection of the various
kinds of the unification theories, e.g., superstring theories, M-theory and so on.
The arrangement of this Letter is: Sect. 2 is a new unification theory of fun-
damental physics interactions, Sect. 3 is the unified description of fundamental
physics interactions and Noether theorem, Sect. 4 is applications of this theory,
and Sect.5 is summary and conclusion.
2 A New Unification Theory of Fundamental
Physics Interactions
For the convenience of research, we simply review the proof of QCP. In physics,
quantitative action (cause) of some quantities must lead to the equal action
(result), i.e., how much lose (cause), how much gain (result), which is just QCP
deduced from the no-loss-no-gain principle in the universe [4, 5] and it may be
concretely expressed as
DS − CS = 0 (1)
Eq.(1) means that any quantitative action produced by operator set D acting
on S must lead to appearance of set C acting on S so that DS equate CS, where
D and C may be different operator sets, the whole process satisfies QCP so that
right hand side of Eq.(1) keeps zero, i.e. satisfies the no-loss-no-gain principle in
the universe [5]. Thus, Eq.(1) is viewed as a mathematical expression of QCP.
Eq.(1) is very useful for the following studies. Eq.(1)’s nonlinear expression
refers to Ref. [8].
All physics laws must satisfy causal principle and the causal principle must
be quantitative. Furthermore, up to now, all the physics laws violating causal
principle have not been found, it can be seen, using the quantitative causal
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principle we shall be able to give the giant unification theory. Consequently, the
principle is useful and important.
For a 4-dimensional physical general curved spacetime M4 ( there naturally
may exist the constructions of vector bundle E(M4, F, pi,G) or associate vector
bundle E(M4, F, pi
V
, G, P (M4, G, pi)) of principal bundle P (M4, G, pi). Readers,
not familiar with manifold and fibre bundle, don’t need to read the Italic type
parts in parenthesis, which will not affect their understanding on the Letter,
as the same below ), taking SV as a general basic vector field in any open
neighborhood UV in M
4, D as differential connection operator, C as connection
ωV in Eq.(1), it follows that [24, 25]
DSV = ωV SV (2)
Eq.(2)’s physical meaning is that the quantitative physical effect operator D’s
acting on SV must equate that the gauge field or connection ωV times SV ( in
which SV may be a basic vector of principal bundle whose base manifold is M
4
or a basic vector on M4 of vector bundle ).
Substituting the transformation SV = AV USU into Eq.(2), it follows that
[24]
DSV = dAV USU +AV UωUSU = ωV SV (3)
where DAV U = dAV U , because AV U is the matrix function transforming SU
into SV between two open neighborhoods UU and UV (UU ∩ UV 6= 0) on M
4.
Substituting A−1V USV = SU into Eq.(3), we obtain the relation transforming
connection ωU into connection ωV as follows [24]
ωV = dAV UA
−1
V U +AV UωUA
−1
V U (4)
For gauge field ( in principal bundle ), it is just gauge transformation between
gauge fields ωU and ωV in two open neighborhoods UU and UV (UU ∩ UV 6= 0)
in gauge field theory; for connection ( in vector bundle ), it is the transferring
relation between connections ωU and ωV in two open neighborhoods UU and
UV (UU ∩ UV 6= 0) in curved spacetime, i.e., Eq.(4) is just the unified transfor-
mation expression of gauge field and connection in two open neighborhoods UU
and UV , thus we can generally call the unified transformation as general gauge
transformation.
Using Eq.(4), we have ωVAV U − AV UωU = dAV U , and further acting the
differential connection operator D on Eq.(3), we obtain not only the unification
expression of curvature tensor 2-form ( in tangent vector bundle ) and field
strength tensor 2-form ( in principal bundle ) but also the unification expression
of general coordinate transformation of curvature tensor 2-form ( in tangent
vector bundle ) and gauge transformation of field strength tensor 2-form ( in
principal bundle ) as follows
ΩV = AV UΩUA
−1
V U = dωV − ωV ΛωV (5)
In fact, Eqs.(4 & 5) show that gravity is also a kind of gauge theory.
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Multiplying Eq.(5)’s component quantity expression of the curvature tensor
2-form ( in tangent vector bundle )
1
2
Ω baijdx
iΛdxj =
1
2
Ab
′
a Ω
c′
b
′
i
′
j
′A−1bc′ dx
i
′
Λdxj
′
(6)
with gakεbklmdx
lΛdxm from right hand side, in which the a, b, c,· · · , i, j, k,
· · · and a
′
, b
′
, c
′
, · · · i
′
, j
′
, k
′
, · · · are in UV and UU respectively, defining
ε
1234
= (−g)
1
2 [26] & x4 = ict and using εi1i2i3i4ε
j1j2j3j4 = sgn(g)δj1j2j3j4i1i2i3i4 [26],
we prove
Ω baab (−g)
1
2 dx1Λdx2Λdx3Λdx4 = Ω b
′
a
′
a
′
b
′ (−g′)
1
2 dx′ 1Λdx′ 2Λdx′ 3Λdx′ 4 (7)
Namely, Eq.(7) is invariant or doesn’t depend on coordinates of different UV
and UU .
Adding integral sign to Eq.(7) and, as usual, defining Ω baab = g
bcRacab =
RV ,Ω
b
′
a
′
a
′
b
′ = RU and dτ = dx
1Λdx2Λdx3Λdx4, we obtain the invariant gravita-
tional action [27]
A =
∫
UU∩UV
RU (−g)
1
2
U
dτU =
∫
UU∩UV
RV (−g)
1
2
V
dτV (8)
Thus, Eq.(8) keeps invariant in the whole spacetime (manifold M4 = ∪
V
UV ),
because the two open neighborhoods UU and UV are two arbitrary open over-
lapped neighborhoods in the global spacetime ( manifold in the vector bundle
). The above condition (8) is just the condition that Eq.(8) may be taken as
invariant gravitational action in the whole spacetime, because the physical con-
sistence demands that Eq.(8) must take the invariant formulation in every open
neighborhood of the whole spacetime, which satisfies just the general gauge
invariant principle of gravitational gauge fields. Then geometry and physics
meanings of gauge invariant property are directly, whole and seriously revealed.
A Noether invariant quantity is obtained from Eq.(5) in terms of 2-form field
strength tensor ( in principal bundle ) as follows tr(ΩV ΛΩV ) = tr(ΩUΛΩU ),which
satisfy just the general gauge invariant principle [28] of general gauge fields.
Then geometry and physics meanings of gauge invariant property of general
gauge fields are directly, whole and seriously revealed.
Adding integral sign to tr(ΩV ΛΩV ) and using tr(T
aT b) = −2δab, we have
the invariant action with dual gauge field strength tensor in the global curved
spacetime as follows [27]
A =
∫
1
2pi2κ
tr(ΩΛΩ) = −
∫
1
2pi2κ
Ω aij
˜
Ω
aij
(−g)
1
2 dτ (9)
Thus the Lagrangian density is L = − (−g)
1
2
2pi2κ Ω
a
ij
˜
Ω
aij
= − (−g)
1
2
4q2 Ω
a
ij
˜
Ω
aij
(
˜
Ω
aij
=
1
2ε
ijklΩ akl is dual gauge field strength tensor, taking κ = 2q
2/pi2 ) with dual
gauge field strength tensor existing in the global spacetime [25, 27]. As Eq.(9)’s
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natural generalization, for higher dimensions, we may naturally deduce A =∫
1
2pi2κ tr(ΩΛΩΛ...ΛΩ).
In terms of modern differential geometry, we can define the inner product
< ∂µ, ∂ν >=< eµ, eν > = gµν of natural (or called intrinsical ) tangent basic
vectors and the inner product < dxµ, dxν >=< eµ, eν > = gµν of natural (or
called intrinsical ) cotangent basic vectors, they are consistent, see Appendix A,
then we obtain an important invariant < ωµdx
µ, ωνdx
ν >= ωµωνg
µν = ωµω
µ
of inner product of two 1-forms (e.g., ωV = ωV µdx
µ
V ), i.e., cotangent vectors,
under coordinate transformation. Similar to deducing the important invariant
ωµω
µ of inner product of two 1-forms, see Appendix B we finally achieve the
invariant action of general gauge fields in the global curved spacetime as follows
A =
∫
1
2pi2κ
tr << Ω,Ω >> (−g)
1
2 dτ =
∫
1
4pi2κ
Ω aijΩ
aij(−g)
1
2 dτ (10)
Eq.(10) satisfies just the general gauge invariant principle in the global space-
time.
When SUi (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k; U is subscript of the open neighborhood UU)
are k linearly independent basic vectors of the vector space ( of vector bun-
dle or associate vector bundle E(M4, F, pi
V
, G, P (M4, G, pi))), or equivalently
the orthonormal basic vectors of the Group G’s representation vector space F,
Therefore, any vector field S may be expressed as
S = SUΨU (11)
where ΨU is complex column matrix function of the corresponding components.
It follows from Eq.(2) that
D
′
SUi = ω
′
UijSj = −Sjω
′
Uji (12)
in which we have remarked
D
′
= γµDµ, d
′
= γµ∂µ, ω
′
Uij = γ
µωUµij (13)
where γµ is γ matrix with Lorentz superscript µ in Eq.(13), and dx
′µ = aµνdx
ν
(µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3) have the same transformation law as γ
′µ = aµν γ
ν [29], aµν
is Lorentz group matrix element. Because the i, j, .. and µ, ν, ... belong to the
different freedoms’ groups, thus, their matrixes corresponding to different groups
are commutable. From Eqs.(2), (11) and (12) we have
D
′
S = ω
′
USUΨU + SUd
′
ΨU = SU (d
′
ΨU − ω
′
UΨU ) (14)
Using the orthonormal relation (we can choose the orthonormal basic vectors
of the vector space)
(
−
SUi, SUj) = δij (15)
we obtain
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(S,D
′
S) = (ΨUSU , SU (d
′
ΨU − ω
′
UΨU )) = ΨU (d
′
ΨU − ω
′
UΨU ) (16)
Now consider the expression of Eq.(16) in an open neighborhood UW . It
follows from ΨU = AUWΨW that
d′ΨU = d
′AUWΨW +AUW d
′ΨW (17)
Using Eqs.(4), (16), (17) and ΨU = AUWΨW ( AUW is transformation
matrix ), we have
ΨU (d
′
ΨU − ω
′
UΨU ) = ΨWA
+
UW [d
′AUWΨW +AUW d
′
ΨW
− (d
′
AUWA
−1
UW +AUWω
′
WA
−1
UW )AUWΨW ] = ΨW (d
′
ΨW − ω
′
WΨW ) (18)
where we have used A+UWAUW = I. Namely Eq.(18) is the invariant quantity
in the whole spacetime (manifold in the bundle), and the physical consistence
demands that Eq.(18) must take the invariant formulation in the every open
neighborhood of the whole spacetime, which satisfies just the general gauge
invariant principle of the gauge fields interacting with Fermi fields. Then geom-
etry and physics meanings of gauge invariant property of gauge fields interacting
with Fermion fields are directly, whole and seriously revealed.
Inserting Eq.(13) into Eq.(18), we obtain the general topological invariant
Lagrangians of matter field Ψ interacting with gauge field ωµ, which keeps ef-
fective in the whole spacetime as follows
LΨ = Ψγ
µ(∂µΨ− ωµΨ) (19)
Now we consider another invariant.
Similar to the discussion of Eqs.(14 & 18), taking D = dxµDµ, d = dx
µ∂µ,
ωUij = dx
µωUµij , replacing spinor field ΨU with scalar field ϕ in Eq.(14), it
follows thatDS = SU (dΨU−ωUΨU ), further taking Hermite conjugation ofDS,
and making an inner product, relevant to (
−
SUi, SUj) = δij and < dx
µ, dxν > ,
of both DS and its conjugation, we get
< (DS,DS) >=< (ϕU (
←
d − ωU )SU , SU (dϕU − ωUϕU )) >
=< ϕU (
←
∂ µ − ωµU )dx
µ, dxν(∂νϕU − ωνUϕU ) > (20)
Analogous to the discussion of Eq.(18), it is easy to prove that Eq.(20) is
the invariant quantity existing in the whole spacetime .
In terms of modern differential geometry, we again use the inner product
< dxµ, dxν >=< eµ, eν > = gµν of natural cotangent basic vectors, then we
achieve an important invariant Lagrangian of scalar fields interacting with gauge
fields
7
Lϕ =< (DS,DS) >= ϕ(
←
∂ µ − ωµ)g
µν(∂ν − ων)ϕ
= ϕ(
←
∂ µ − ωµ)(∂
µ − ωµ)ϕ (21)
Thus, Eq.(21) satisfies the physical invariant consistent demand in the every
open neighborhood of the global spacetime. That is, Eq.(21) satisfies just the
general gauge invariant principle of the gauge fields interacting with scalar fields.
Then geometry and physics meanings of gauge invariant property of gauge fields
interacting with Boson fields are directly, whole and seriously revealed.
On the other hand, due to
(S, S) = (ϕUSU , SUϕU ) = ϕUϕU (22)
and using ϕU = AUWϕW , it is easy to prove that Eq.(22) is invariant quantity
existing in the whole spacetime. Thus we may multiply Eq.(22) with mass
parameter mn ( n = 2, taking ϕ as boson function; n = 1, taking ϕ as fermion
function ) to construct the mass part of the Lagrangian of a system.
Lmϕ = m
nϕϕ, (23)
About potential functional of (ϕU , ϕU ) due to the invariance of (ϕU , ϕU )
under the general gauge transformation, it must satisfy
VU (ϕU , ϕU ) = VW (ϕW , ϕW ) (24)
which is the invariant condition in the global spacetime, i.e., Eq.(24) satis-
fies just the general gauge invariant principle of potential energy. For example,
Eq.(22)’s arbitrary combinations may satisfy condition (24)., i.e., we may gen-
erally take Eq.(22) as the variable to construct scalar potential functional. e.
g., the potential functional V of SU(2) complex scalar fields
V (ϕϕ) = λ2(ϕϕ− µ2)2. (25)
Using Eqs.(8), (10), (19), (21). (23) and (24), we achieve gravitational ac-
tion, all general actions of matter fields, spinor fields and scalar fields interacting
with gauge fields in the curved spacetime as follows
A =
∫
M4
(αR + Lm)(−g)
1
2 dτ (26)
A =
∫
M4
[αR+Ψγµ(∂µΨ− ωµΨ)+mΨΨ+ U(Ψ,Ψ)−
1
4q2λ
F λaµν F
λaµν ](−g)
1
2 dτ
(27)
A =
∫
M4
[αR+ϕ(
←
∂µ−ωµ)(∂µ−ωµ)ϕ+m
2ϕϕ+V (ϕ, ϕ)−
1
4q2λ
F λaµν F
λaµν ](−g)
1
2 dτ
(28)
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where α is a parameter, Lm is the Lagrangian of general matter fields, ω
µ =
gµνων and γ
µ = gµνγν . (In the case that the fibre G of principal bundle is
a semisimple group of a general form, ) the Lagrangian contains r arbitrary
constants q
λ
, λ = 1, 2, ..., r, in which r is the number of invariant simple factors
[27].
The fundamental physics interactions, e.g., strong, weak, electromagnetic
and gravitational interactions, can be described by Eqs.(26-27), these actions
are unifiedly deduced by QCP, i.e., Eq.(1), thus the new unification theory of
fundamental physics interactions is given in terms of modern differential geome-
try. The more concrete examples are that the known grand unification theories
may be SU(5), S(10) or E6 gauge theories, and it is very easy that their relative
more fermion mass terms etc can similarly be deduced by using the expression
which is relevant to spinor’s general gauge invariant quantities.
3 The Unified Description of Fundamental Physics
Interactions and Noether Theorem
In the expression (1) of QCP, which has deduced all the physical fundamental in-
teractions in this Letter, for general field variablesX(x) = {Ψ(x), ϕ(x), ωµ(x), gµν(x), ..., }
above, when S is the actions (26-28), C is unit element and D is infinitesimal
transformation operator of continuous Lie group [5, 13, 14]
xµ → x′ µ
.
= xµ +∆xµ = xµ + εστ
µσ (x,X,X ,µ) (29)
Xa(x)→ X ′ a(x′)
.
= Xa(x) + ∆Xa(x) = Xa(x) + εσξ
aσ(x,X,X ,µ) (30)
in which εσ (σ = 1, 2, · · · ,m) are infinitesimal parameters of Lie group Dm in
Eq.(1). Thus, we get the unified expression of their variational principles, as
follows
∆A = DA−A = A′ −A = 0 (31)
Not losing generality, under the transformations of Eqs.(29) and (30), we can
take ad-hoc
L′(x′, X ′(x′), X ′,µ(x
′), X ′,µν(x
′)) = L(x′, X ′(x′), X ′,µ(x
′), X ′,µν(x
′)) + ∂µΩ
µ
(32)
where ∂µΩ
µ = εσ∂µΩ
σµ and the Ricci Scalar R contains gαβ ,µν , and Ω may be
rapidly decreasing to fit the usual physics experiments.
Using the unified expression of the variational principles, we have
∆A =
∫
M4
{[
∂L
∂Xa
− ∂µ
∂L
∂Xa,µ
+ ∂µ∂ν
∂L
∂Xa,µν
]δXa+
∂µ[L∆x
µ + (
∂L
∂Xa,µ
− ∂ν
∂L
∂Xa,µν
)δXa +
∂L
∂Xa,µν
δXa,ν +Ω
µ]}d4x (33)
9
in which δXa = ∆Xa −Xa,ν∆x
ν . Using the above discussions, we can obtain
their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding Noether
conservation currents as follows
∂L
∂Xa
− ∂µ
∂L
∂Xa,µ
+ ∂µ∂ν
∂L
∂Xa,µν
= 0 (34)
∂µJ
µσ = 0 (35)
Jµσ = Lτµσ+(
∂L
∂Xa,µ
−∂ν
∂L
∂Xa,µν
)(ξaσ−Xa,α τ
ασ)+
∂L
∂Xa,µν
∂ν(ξ
aσ−Xa,α τ
ασ)+Ωµσ
(36)
Therefore, Noether theorem of the general physical system is deduced by QCP.
In all, using QCP, i.e., Eq.(1), we derive not only all the well-known funda-
mental physics Lagrangians and their variational principles and further Noether
theorem, but also their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and cor-
responding Noether conservation currents. Using the above studies, variation
laws of the different physical systems are naturally determined. Therefore, it
is essential to deduce effectively unified expressions of elementary physical laws
by QCP.
4 Applications
We can use the new unification theory to different physical systems. For exam-
ple:
(1) As Eq.(24)’s natural generalization, when the invariant scalar product
ϕϕ is extended by the invariant scalar curvature R, we may naturally deduce
f(R,ϕϕ) gravity, i.e., A =
∫
f(R,ϕϕ)(−g)
1
2 dτ, because(−g)
1
2 dτ is invariant
volume element. Further adding the first term αR of Eq.(28), we get A1 =∫
F (R,ϕϕ)(−g)
1
2 dτ =
∫
[f(R,ϕϕ) + αR](−g)
1
2 dτ [30].
(2) As Eq.(24)’s direct application, when the invariant scalar product ϕϕ is
taken as the invariant scalar product H+H of Higgs field H’s {5} multiplets, we
may naturally deduce V (H) =
µ2
0
2 H
+H+ λ4 (H
+H)2 (µ0 and λ are parameters),
which is just the potential of Higgs field H’s {5} multiplets for grand unification
theory [31]; for Higgs field φ’s {24} multiplets that are expressed by a 5 × 5
matrix, the matrix satisfies Eq.(5)’s general gauge invariant property, i.e., φV =
AV UφUA
−1
V U or trφV = trφU and more generally it follows that trφ
n
V = trφ
n
U ,
and as Eq.(24)’s natural generalization, we have V (φ) = − 12µ
2trφ2+ a4 (trφ
2)2+
b
2 trφ
4 ( µ, a and b are parameters ); for mixed invariants of H’s {5} and φ’s {24}
multiplets, similarly, people can deduce V (H,φ) = cH+H(trφ2) + dH+φ2H (
c and d are parameters ), thus we totally deduce Vt(H,φ) = V (H) + V (φ) +
V (H,φ), which is the total Higgs potential of grand unification theory and the
same as that of Ref. [31].
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(3) GeneralizingR as an invariant functional f(R) and using Eq.(27) deduced
by QCP, people can deduce Fermion field Lagrangian interacting with Non-
Abelian gauge field and general f(R) gravitational field as follows
A =
∫
M4
[αf(R)+Ψ[γµ(∂µΨ−ωµΨ)+m]Ψ+U(Ψ,Ψ)−
1
4q2λ
F λaµν F
λaµν ](−g)
1
2 dτ.
(37)
Eq.(37) is just a general generalization of Eq.(27), and further utilizing the
deduced Eqs.(34) and (35) by QCP, people can naturally gives the new unifica-
tion theory of the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field, Fermion field and gen-
eral f(R) gravitational field interactions and Noether theorem by using QCP,
and can concretely derive their Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding
Noether conservation currents as done in Sect. 3. Thus the relative books and
articles may be renewedly and systematically rewritten, which will help people
to understand and express the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field, Fermion
field and general f(R) gravitational field interactions simpler and with clear
quantitative causal physical meanings.
(4) Generalizing R as an invariant functional f(R) and using Eq.(28) de-
duced by QCP, people can deduce Boson field Lagrangian interacting with Non-
Abelian gauge field and general f(R) gravitational field as follows
A =
∫
M4
[αf(R)+ϕ(
←
∂µ−ωµ)(∂µ−ωµ)ϕ+m
2
ϕϕϕ+V (ϕ, ϕ)−
1
4q2λ
F λaµν F
λaµν ](−g)
1
2 dτ.
(38)
Eq.(38) is just a general generalization of Eq.(28), and further utilizing the
deduced Eqs(34) and (35) by using QCP, people can naturally gives new uni-
fication theory of the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field and general f(R)
gravitational field interactions and Noether theorem by using QCP, and can
concretely derive their Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding Noether
conservation currents. Thus the relevant books and articles may be renewedly
and systematically rewritten, which will help people to understand and express
the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field, Boson field and general f(R) gravi-
tational interactions simpler and with clear quantitative causal physical mean-
ings. When f(R) = 0, we naturally give electric and color superconduction
theories corresponding Abelian − 14q2FµνF
µν and non-Abelian − 1
4q2
λ
F λaµν F
λaµν
in Eq.(38), respectively [31], thus the relevant books and articles may be re-
newedly and systematically rewritten, which will help people to understand and
express the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field and Boson field interactions
simpler and with clear quantitative causal physical meanings.
(5) Using QCP, people can more generally deduce
A =
∫
M4
[αf(R) + Ψγµ(∂µΨ− ωµΨ) +mΨΨΨ+ ϕ(
←
∂µ − ωµ)(∂µ − ωµ)ϕ
+m2ϕϕϕ+M(U(Ψ,Ψ), V (ϕ, ϕ)) + Vt(H,φ)−
1
4q2λ
F λaµν F
λaµν ](−g)
1
2 dτ. (39)
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Eq.(39) is just a general generalization of Eqs.(37) and (38), and further
utilizing the deduced Eqs(34) and (35) by QCP, people can naturally gives the
new unification theory of the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field, Fermion
field, Boson field, general f(R) gravitational field interactions and Noether the-
orem by using QCP, and can concretely derive their Euler-Lagrange Equations
and corresponding Noether conservation currents. Thus the relevant books and
articles may be renewedly and systematically rewritten, which will make people
understand and express the fundamental Non-Abelian gauge field, Fermion field,
Boson field, and general f(R) gravitational field interactions simpler and with
clear quantitative causal physical meanings. Specially, Eq.(39) is just the action
of the theory of unifiedly describing all known physical fundamental interactions,
further further utilizing the deduced Eqs(34) and (35) by QCP, consequently
the new unification theory of the fundamental physics interactions and Noether
theorem is given by using QCP for the first time.
Because of length limitation of the Letter, the other Lagrangians in physics
may be analogously derived, their detailed applications can be given easily by
means of the research of this Letter and which will be written in our following
papers.
5 Summary and Conclusion
This Letter naturally gives the new unification theory of both all the funda-
mental physics interactions and Noether theorem by utilizing QCP, i.e., Eq.(1).
The invariant quantities covering all the parts of the Lagrangians of the well-
known fundamental physics interactions are deduced by QCP, all these invariant
quantities satisfy general gauge invariance of the general gauge fields interact-
ing with Fermion and/or boson fields. These different invariant quantities are
constructed ( in vector bundle or principal bundle, whose base manifolds are
a 4-dimensional physical general curved spacetime manifold M4). Thus, using
these invariant quantities, all the Lagrangians of the well-known physical funda-
mental interactions are given and satisfy the general gauge invariant principle of
general gauge fields interacting with Fermion and/or boson fields, and geometry
and physics meanings of gauge invariant property of different physical systems
are directly, whole and seriously revealed.
Actually it is in terms of QCP that their variational principles and corre-
sponding Noether theorem in field theory are derived. Therefore, the very hard
difficulty ( that the fundamental physics interactions and variational principle,
further Noether theorem, previously regarded as independent fundamental laws,
were not able to be unifiedly proved and investigated in the past [32]) is nat-
urally overcome in this Letter. Namely, the unified description and origin of
fundamental physics interactions and the Noether theorems is shown by QCP,
furthermore, their two-order general Euler-Lagrange equations and correspond-
ing Noether conservation currents are obtained.
In fact, general physics process [4, 5, 8] and different physics processes
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[33, 34, 35, 36] all satisfy QCP with no-loss-no-gain character, the above in-
vestigations satisfy QCP, and are consistent. Especially, using the theory of
this Letter, a lot of research works about different branches of physics etc can
be renewedly done and expressed simpler with clear quantitative causal physical
meanings, e.g., people can deduce a lot of different parts of different Lagrangians,
which will naturally give Lagrangians of different physics systems according to
QCP and different symmetries etc, and then using Eqs.(34-36) people can give
all corresponding concrete physics laws, i.e., find new Euler-Lagrange equations
and conservation laws, and discover new concrete physics laws and so on. Thus
the theory of this Letter is useful and will be broad utilized and cited in dif-
ferent branches of physics and so on. Therefore, all articles and books relevant
to the fundamental physics interactions and Noether theorem may be supple-
mented with the new conclusions and this Letter will be cited by using the new
unification theory in different physical systems, e.g., condensed physics, atomic
physics, molecular physics, quantum optics, nuclear physics, particle physics
and so on.
Because the standard model of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions
can be included in a unification interaction model of a big gauge group, thus
people get the grand unified theory, and because the gravitational interaction
related to the structures of spacetime, and the spacetime is the stage performing
the laws of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, and gravitational
interaction cannot be included into a unification interaction model of a larger
gauge group. This is because the grand unification theory of gauge theories
of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions is based on principal bundle
theory in differential geometry, and gravitational theory is based on the tangent
vector bundle theory in differential geometry [26], so people cannot unify the
these four basic interactions in principal bundle theory in differential geometry
theory, so for their unification, people have met great difficulties.
In order to overcome these difficulties, people have to increase the dimen-
sional number of spacetime etc to solve these problems, the most promising
success theory is superstring theory, but in return to low four-dimensional case
etc, superstring theory encounters the big difficulties [20], up to now, there is
no way that, in the case of four dimensions, strong, weak, electromagnetic and
gravitational interactions are unified as giant unification theory.
This Letter, for the first time, discovers and gives the giant unified theory
of strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions by investigat-
ing the general fiber bundle theory ( in differential geometry theory ) of uni-
fiedly describing both principal bundle theory and tangent bundle theory and
by studying important laws in physics, e.g., relations between symmetry and
QCP etc. Consequently, the research of this Letter is based on the rigorous
scientific bases of mathematics and physics, therefore, people can essentially
and really understand the four basic interaction laws of physics as well as the
relations between them in terms of the research in this Letter, for their further
development builds up the scientific solid foundation.
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Appendix A
For any natural coordinate xµ and local orthogonal coordinate xa in any
4-dimensional general spacetime, any tangent vector along any curve line t can
be formally written as X = d
dt
= dx
µ
dt
∂
∂xµ
= dx
a
dt
∂
∂xa
, then the inner product of
the tangent vector equates
< X,X >=
dxµ
dt
dxν
dt
<
∂
∂xµ
,
∂
∂xν
>=
dxa
dt
dxb
dt
<
∂
∂xa
,
∂
∂xb
> (A1)
where we may define the inner product < ∂µ, ∂ν >=< eµ, eν > = gµν ( i.e.,
natural covariant metric ) of natural tangent basic vectors and the inner product
< ∂a, ∂b >=< ea, eb > = ηab (ηab = −1, as a = b = 0; ηab = 1, as a = b = 1, 2, 3;
ηab = 0, as a 6= b, i.e., orthonormal covariant metric ) of orthonormal tangent
basic vectors, so we can deduce the infinitesimal line element square
ds2 =< X,X > (dt)2 = gµνdx
µdxν = ηabdx
adxb (A2)
Similar to < ∂µ, ∂ν >= gµν and < ∂a, ∂b > = ηab, we define the inner product
of natural (or called intrinsical ) cotangent basic vectors as < dxµ, dxν >=<
eµ, eν > = gµν ( i.e., natural contravariant metric ) and the inner product
of orthonormal cotangent basic vectors as < dxa, dxb >=< ea, eb > = ηab
((ηab = −1, as a = b = 0; ηab = 1, as a = b = 1, 2, 3; ηab = 0, as a 6= b, i.e.,
orthonormal contravariant metric ), thus, we prove
gµνg
µα = <
∂
∂xµ
,
∂
∂xν
>< dxµ, dxα >
=
∂xa
∂xµ
∂xb
∂xν
<
∂
∂xa
,
∂
∂xb
>
dxµ
dxc
dxα
dxd
< dxc, dxd >
=
∂xa
∂xc
∂xb
∂xν
ηab
dxα
dxd
ηcd = δac
∂xb
∂xν
ηab
dxα
dxd
ηcd = δαν (A3)
Furthermore, using Eq.(A2) we deduce ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = ηab
∂xa
∂xµ
∂xb
∂xν
dxµdxν =
ηabe
a
µe
b
νdx
µdxν , i.e., we prove
gµν = ηab
∂xa
∂xµ
∂xb
∂xν
= ηabe
a
µe
b
ν (A4)
where ∂x
a
∂xµ
= eaµ is vierbein. On the other hand, we may directly prove Eq.(A4)
by using gµν =<
∂
∂xµ
, ∂
∂xν
>= ∂x
a
∂xµ
∂xb
∂xν
< ∂
∂xa
, ∂
∂xb
>= ηabe
a
µe
b
ν , and we may
have gµν =< dxµ, dxν >= dx
µ
dxc
dxν
dxd
< dxc, dxd >= eµc e
ν
dη
cd. Thus this method is
very convenient.
We still need to prove the consistence of indexes’ raising and lowing by using
covariant and contravariant metrics as follows
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Aµ = gµνAν =< dx
µ, dxν > Aν =
dxµ
dxc
dxν
dxd
< dxc, dxd > Aν
= eµc e
ν
dη
cdAν = e
µ
c η
cdAd = e
µ
cA
c (A5)
Analogously, we may prove Aµ = gµνA
ν =< ∂
∂xµ
, ∂
∂xν
> Aν = eaµAa. Thus,
these studies are consistent.
Appendix B
Similar to deducing the important invariant ωµω
µ of inner product of two
1-forms, therefore, we deduce an important invariant of inner product of two
2-form Ω under coordinate transformation, as follows
<< Ω,Ω >>=<<
1
2
Ωµνdx
µΛdxν ,
1
2
Ωµ′ν′dx
µ′Λdxν
′
>>
=
1
4
ΩµνΩµ′ν′g
νµ′ < dxµ, dxν
′
>= −
1
4
ΩµνΩ
µν , (B1)
substituting Eq.(5) into the deduced inner product expression (B1) and taking
trace, then we have
tr << ΩV ,ΩV >>= −
1
4
tr(ΩV µνΩ
µν
V ) = tr << ΩU ,ΩU >>= −
1
4
tr(ΩUµνΩ
µν
U ),
(B2)
which satisfies gauge invariant principle [28] of general gauge field’s invariant,
further using the invariant volume elements (−gU )
1
2 dτU = (−gV )
1
2 dτV [26], we
finally achieve the invariant action Eq.(10) of general gauge fields in the global
curved spacetime.
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